
The impact of foreign investment in natural resources 
on worker welfare and host country politics is 
controversial. This paper explores this issue by 
analyzing Kyrgyzstan’s dominant foreign-invested 
gold mine, which in 2020 accounted for 12.5% of 
Kyrgyzstan’s GDP. A key finding is that mines with 
foreign ownership isolate local communities from the 
benefits of the mining industry. Using geolocation 
data from Kyrgyzstan household panel surveys from 
2010 to 2016, the study shows Kumtor, the country’s 
largest foreign mine, offers only mine-related workers 
better social benefits. Mining industry wealth is 
associated with economic grievances of the non-
mining sector and social division. Kumtor’s higher 
corporate earnings result in higher levels of inequality 
and less trust in local leaders by mine workers.

Introduc)on

Why? Because people not well treated? Not really!
The main question: if higher salaries paid, why local 
resistance?
Key finding: foreign-invested mine undermines the trust of 
the beneficiary mining industry in local communities.
Why?  larger inequality and social division. 
Beneficiaries: mining industry and state elites. Victims: local 
governments and local community.  here.  

Because the way of profit distribution, foreign mining creates 
alliances between non-mining workers and local authorities in 
opposition to mining workers and the state. Mining workers 
have higher wages, better social welfare, but lower levels of 
trust in local leaders. Non-mining workers had higher levels of 
trust in local leaders but worse social welfare. Local 
controversy is prominent around highly distrusted mining 
towns.
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Higher welfare of miners:   
Large Foreign mining companies, high labor demand, high 
profit. Higher salary (Harrison and Scorse 2010).
Lower trust of miners in local leaders:   
• Fiscal system highly centralized. Foreign companies pay 

more to the center (Luong and Weinthal 2010).
• State collects revenue and dividends from Kumtor.
• Local government collects tax indirectly.
• State-Mining Sector: 
o (Direct claimant of company revenue)
o State elites and mining workers can benefit from mineral 

wealth through state ownership and revenue.
o Lower trust in local leaders by miners.
• Local-Non Mining Sector: 
o (Indirect claimant of company revenue)
o Local communities benefit from mineral wealth only 

through partial taxes.
o Higher trust by other workers.

Iden)fica)on and Robustness

Mechanism

Background
Life in Kyrgyzstan
• The same 3000 households and 8000 individuals.
• All seven Kyrgyz regions (oblasts) and the two cities of 

Bishkek and Osh and are addressed. 
• Five waves in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2016.

• Kumtor: Largest company in Kyrgyzstan. Foreign owned gold 
mine.

• 10% employment.  90% of the country's gold production. 
12.5% of Kyrgyzstan’s GDP in 2020. (EITI report)

• Centerra (Canadian) holds a 100% interest in the Kumtor 
Mine. 

• State owned enterprise Kyrgyzaltyn holds 32.75% share of 
Centerra

• General tax 13% percent of gross income.
There have been multiple protests around Kumtor over the 
years in support of nationalizing the mine and raising 
environmental concerns and allegations of corruption. 
• 10 large uprisings in 15 years (Kumtor News Release 2005 

- 2020)
• Two national uprisings related to Kumtor
• Low social trust, who against who unknown 
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